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One Ticket For Metro, BRTS & AMTS; Nine Stations To Serve As Interchange Nodes

A critical aspect for the viability of the metro rail project is its integration with various other modes of

transport -BRTS, rail and AMTS. Last-mile connectivity for the metro commuter is also equally important

which can ensure a seamless, one-ticket ride for all three modes of transport. Metro Express Ganhinagar-

Ahmedabad (MEGA), in its recent detailed project report (DPR) has suggested special interchange junction

where two or three modes of transport may have a common station -allowing passengers to get into a BRTS

or AMTS network from the same or nearby metro station. MEGA has identified nine locations on the metro

network where this would be possible.

The city has a network of total 116-km of BRTS corridor coming up across the city , of which 89 km
network is now oper ational. BRTS is expected to carry over 5 lakh passengers daily when the network is

completed next year. The AMTS, which is a much older service, has a fleet of close to 850 buses and

operates on over 150 routes. It has a daily ridership of more than 7 lakh.

As the BRTS expands, the AMTS routes are being rationalized to avoid major overlaps and expand into

new, upcoming suburbs of Ahmedabad. They are also expected to act as feeders to the BRTS. The AMTS

has accordingly , proposed new routes consisting of 16 radial and 3 ring routes, running at increased
frequency . This new system is expected to be operational in phases beginning next month.

The Centre of Excellence in Urban Transport, CEPT University had been asked by MEGA to study the last

mile connectivity for the metro corridor. Data from the BRTS shows that 65% of its commuters walk to and

fro from its stations. It also means that access beyond the initial 400-500m is not comfort able enough to

attract people onto the BRTS.

“In any metro network the last mile connectivity actually impacts on overall ridership. Any failure on this front

would impact the network. We are thinking of separate `metro transport' which can drop the citizen to a

nearest point to his or her destination. This will be useful where AMTS and BRTS may not be able to reach,“

says vice-chairman and MD for MEGA, I P Gautam.

A concept of identifying critical pathways that link metro stations with important nearby destinations has also

been prepared. This is part of MEGA's Local Area Access Plan (LAAP). Bicycle lanes, wide footpaths, safe

pedestrian crossings to destinations like markets, schools, institutions, religious places and offices would be
the key . “We are designing these streets in such a manner that people are encouraged to walk or ride a

bicycle to these destinations,“ says Gautam.
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